Efficient background modelling has always been an active area of research due to its immense importance as a preliminary step in various machine-vision applications. Several techniques have been proposed to date that strive to achieve higher accuracy without compromising on computational and hardware demands. One of such techniques, Visual Background Extractor (Vibe), has set benchmarks due to its fewer memory requirements and good results. However, it suffers from high false positives due to its slower, selective and random update policy. This paper proposes a novel sample-consensus pixel-based technique for efficient foreground segmentation complemented with faster ghost suppression. This is achieved by employing segmentation masks exploiting both static and dynamic properties of pixels depicting likeliness towards absorption into the foregrounds. Dynamic characteristics of the proposed approach handle 'object present in the first frame' problem while static characteristics handle improper illumination and shadows in videos in lesser time. It aims not only at suppressing ghosts in the foreground mask but also allows their absorption by updating the background model with such regions. It also proposes a unique spatio-temporal model initialization technique for handling continuous noise. The proposed approach proved to produce outstanding results when compared with 9 traditional and 13 state-of-the-art algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proliferation in the number of cameras used nowadays has made it impossible to store and analyze a huge amount of data manually. This has led to the development of several techniques capable of analyzing videos in real-time scenarios. The initial step towards analysis of a video is to fragment its frame into two complementary sets of data or pixels, where one set is expected to be composed of static part of an image while the other must contain the dynamic one. Such segmentation is typically known as background subtraction. Background subtraction aims at comparing video frames with some predefined ideal image extracted from the video that does not contain any motion pixel. Based on the comparison, the technique classifies pixels similar to the corresponding pixels of the ideal image as background and those having significantly dissimilar values as foreground. A set of foreground pixels corresponds to the motion contained in the frame.
Initially, background subtraction techniques assumed backgrounds to be completely static and simply subtracted The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Bora Onat. them from incoming frames to extract motion related information. But in real-time scenarios, such ideal conditions are hampered due to several natural and unnatural reasons that are inevitable. Unnatural reasons include presence of noise induced by camera settings, camera displacement, slight displacement of objects that are part of the background etc. whereas, sudden illumination changes, winds, shadows, waving trees, rain etc. are some natural conditions. These challenges leave the foreground masks corrupted by absorbing ghosts and holes into them. Ghosts are generally formed when a set of pixels is classified as foreground object even though the area covered by them belongs to the background. For instance, when an object present in the initial frame suddenly starts moving and disappears from the current frame. Holes are formed when the foreground objects are eaten up due to some reason i.e. pixels originally belonging to foreground class are classified as background.
Nowadays background subtraction is applied to applications having complex and dynamic backgrounds or a moving camera that lead to such unavoidable noise fluctuations. Hence, more sophisticated and complex background subtraction techniques capable of handling different environmental conditions and electronic noises have been developed.
A comparative review of all such techniques along with their applications and challenges has been discussed in [1] - [3] .Typical real-time scenarios that require efficient background modelling are human-computer interface, object detection and tracking, motion segmentation, human detection and tracking [4] etc. but none of the techniques developed so far claim to have handled all of the challenges simultaneously. There has always been a trade-off between different challenges and higher time (and memory) incurred for complex calculations striving to achieve better results, therefore, leaving the area open for further research work.
In this paper, a pixel-based background subtraction technique for faster and efficient ghost suppression has been proposed. The key contributions of the paper are as:
1) The paper proposes a unique combination of two additional segmentation masks to be incorporated into a fast sample-consensus model where, the former mask exploits the global illumination characteristics of the background scene, while the latter one tracks the motion performed in recent frames. These aid in efficient elimination of ghosts and holes formed due to improper illumination, shadows, bootstrapping artifacts and long-term immobile objects. 2) It also proposes a unique spatio-temporal background initialization technique employing uniform sampling that aids in handling continuous and dynamic noise.
3) The proposed approach is highly cost effective in terms of memory and computations, and has real-time applicability due to lesser time requirements that is a major concern for most of the other state-of-the-art approaches. In this paper, Section 2 presents a brief review of the existing background subtraction approaches. The proposed approach is explained in detail in Section 3, with comprehensive comparisons presented in Section 5. Section 4 outlines a brief description of datasets used and performance metrics evaluated.
II. RELATED WORK
Traditional background subtraction techniques mostly estimated backgrounds from static initial frames containing no motion at all, which was then compared to every new incoming frame for foreground extraction. However, using a static image as background is not a wise option as foreground gets drastically corrupted in case of background model containing objects, sudden light changes and noisy backgrounds. Therefore, a dynamic background model is required for better performance. Very basic background subtraction techniques introduced in the beginning were based on frame differencing methods [5] . These methods are able to handle some amount of changes but fail to produce reliable results if the object in motion stops suddenly. Many models typically calculated the inter-frame differences, mean, median or variance of previous frames to build background model and then subtracted the model from current frame to segment the background and foreground areas. These models can be static with no learning, or dynamic where the background model is updated after every new frame is encountered. Dynamic techniques prove to be better as compared to static techniques [6] but become inefficient with dynamic and complex background scenes. These techniques are capable of adapting the background model to changes occurring in a video but many times lead to the formation of ghosts or noise in foreground mask. This drawback can be handled by selectively updating the background model. Here, only the pixels classified as background (containing no motion at all) are allowed to update the background model. This modification suppresses the absorption of certain background pixels into foreground masks. Dynamic backgrounds, shadows, moving cameras etc. still remain unhandled efficiently by several traditional approaches. Optical flow methods [7] on the other hand, show better efficiency with both static as well as dynamic backgrounds containing lesser or no noise but are typically avoided due to hardware needs and increased computational cost. Typical optical flow methods have been modified to achieve better efficiency [8] , [9] .
Background subtraction techniques can also be divided into two broad categories namely, parametric and nonparametric techniques. Parametric techniques assume that pixel values over a duration of time, follow certain probability distribution or pattern. This helps in classifying new incoming pixels as foreground or background based upon the parameters of the assumed distribution. Gaussian-based background models are typical examples of parametric approaches. A unimodal Gaussian model proposed by Wren et al. [10] generates models of scene and person using Gaussian parameters that are further compared and observed for large changes. Based upon the size of regions containing changes, blobs are further considered for person modelling. This approach works well with occlusions and shadows to a certain extent but requires scene to be more static and containing a single person. Hence, Kim et al. [11] improved the single Gaussian model to handle its strict constraints for better background modelling. These unimodal Gaussian techniques are computationally inexpensive, but produce inefficient foreground results due to their inability of efficiently handling realworld changes like moving backgrounds, sudden illumination changes, camera jitter etc.
Later, Stauffer and Grimson proposed a commonly known approach, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [12] , an extension to unimodal Gaussian model, that models multiple Gaussians for each pixel from a frame and background in a predefined colour space. Summation of such weighted Gaussians represents the distribution of each pixel colour and with every new incoming frame, Gaussian parameters are updated using an online mechanism. The model produces efficient results for lesser illumination variations but becomes unreliable with sudden light changes and dark shadows. Moreover, for efficient results, the model with appropriate number of Gaussian distributions must be trained with ideal images having no noise at all. Later, authors in [13] explored both texture and colour features and applied GMM over them.
Undoubtedly, it produced a robust technique but is quite compute-intensive making it unfit for real-time scenarios. One of the serious drawbacks of GMM lies in its assumption that backgrounds have higher visibility probability than foregrounds, which is not true always. Also, frequent variations in scenes make parameter tuning problematic, leading to undetected or ghost contained foregrounds.
Pixels have also been modelled using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique [14] . In this, background model comprising of 'N' Eigenvectors corresponding to 'N' largest Eigenvalues is compared to every incoming pixel for classification. An Eigenspace is built corresponding to the static background, as a pixel will exhibit motion properties for a very small amount of time while static portions will sustain for longer durations. The model is also trained with the properties of different lighting conditions and weather changes over the duration of time. Authors in [15] presented an improved version of the PCA technique that is capable of handling occluded regions and dynamic scenes. Their approach maintains a database of different scenes observed over time in different scenarios, and during segmentation procedure, the background is estimated from previously stored background model and the current image followed by foreground estimation by thresholding the difference. These techniques are further enhanced by many researchers, one of which can be studied in [16] , but have many limitations like, foreground objects must keep moving continuously and must be of smaller size as compared to the background. Support Vectors based techniques form another class of background subtraction procedures. Support Vector Regression approach [17] fits a function on training data in such a way that some portion of the data is allowed to lie at a certain distance from the regression estimate. A separate SVR model is generated for each pixel based on intensity values and is updated using an on-line mechanism. Pixels are classified by thresholding the output obtained by passing the pixel's intensity value to its SVR model. Though it is capable of handling varying illumination changes and dynamic backgrounds, it requires more time and is very sensitive to threshold learning procedures. Models that generate background using Probabilistic Support Vector Machine (PSVM) [18] have also been proposed where a decision boundary (or support vector) is built for each known class and likewise, the incoming pixels are classified. It lays its focus on background initialization by training a collection of images from a variety of learnt scenes. The approach can be used for real-time applications only if it's on-line testing procedure could be made faster.
Parametric techniques suffer from the problem of parameter estimation. They do not check for the relevance of the distribution assumed with respect to the pixel values, thereby requiring a long duration of time to adapt the model to pixel intensities changing over time, in case the distribution selected is different from that of the behaviour depicted by the pixel values. Temporal distribution of pixels is maintained using consecutive frames at the expense of increased memory and computational costs. Hence, non-parametric techniques [19] have been proposed by employing kernel density estimators that generates pixel-wise histograms from previously observed real values over a history of time. Later, these histograms are analyzed and operated on for estimating probability density function. It solved the parameter estimation problem and handled multi-modal and rapidly varying backgrounds, but is proved to be memory-intensive. Efficient background modelling requires 'N' sample frames in memory which becomes problematic with increasing 'N'. Authors in [20] overcame this problem by determining the appropriate size of the buffer. Zivkovic and van der Heijden [21] made a key improvement by utilizing a rectangular kernel density function with varying kernel bandwidth. But, higher time, computation and memory requirements of KDE still remain un-handled.
Codebook models [22] , [23] , categorized under clustering techniques are used more frequently and take the colour distortion of pixels into consideration. They model each pixel by generating a codebook consisting of one or more codewords that are based on training sequences over time and represent a series of key colour values. The earliest developed codebook model proposed by Kim et al. [24] is based on the notion of Kohonen technique. These models are resilient to illumination changes and dynamic backgrounds but prove to be inefficient when colour of foreground pixels is similar to that of background pixels, leading to incorrect foreground segmentation. Though appropriate parameter tuning overcomes this problem partially, it leads to the reduction in global performance in many complex scenarios.
Authors in [25] proposed an ensemble based background subtraction method containing multiple background models operating on multiple colour spaces. Co-relational features are recursively calculated between different models to handle multi modality of background scenes. Once again the method could handle dynamic and noisy videos but involve a lot of time, memory and complex mathematical operations.
In 2007, SACON [26] , [27] , a sample consensus based technique was proposed that avoided calculating different statistical measures (like mean, variance etc.) and directly maintained a cache of background samples for each pixel. This increased the foreground detection speed but the model initialization delayed and the first-in-first-out update policy unreasonably increased the overhead cost. Later Vibe [28] , [29] mitigated these issues by creating the model using first frame based on the eight-connected neighbourhood of each pixel. Authors believed that the foreground pixels have very less visibility probability, hence, proposed the random replacement policy, memory-less update and spatial diffusion of background pixels into the neighbourhood, which in turn, allowed fast and effective adaptation to changing backgrounds. However, it still failed in efficient suppression of ghosts and noise due to improper illumination and shadows.
After years of rigorous research, several improvements to overcome the shortcomings of Vibe have been proposed to date [30] - [36] . Authors in [30] performed experiments with different parameters of Vibe by modifying the threshold criterion, distance measures and by reducing the update factor to 5 (or 1). They also detected the blinking pixels and applied several morphological operations to separate the segmentation and the update masks. Authors here, could partially alleviate the performance of Vibe at increased computational cost but could not overcome its intrinsic drawbacks. Authors in [37] extended Vibe to a two-step verification procedure where the first step evaluated pixels as per Vibe's strategy, that are then further subjected to morphological operations to obtain a connected component of foreground objects. In second step, histograms for corresponding foreground regions in current and previous k th frame are generated using gray distributions. Minkowski distance is calculated and subjected to a threshold to detect foreground regions. This additional procedure of obtaining connected foregrounds followed by comparison of gray-scale distributions made the algorithm computationally quite expensive.
Authors have also proposed modifications to update principle where outlier samples in the background are obtained by using probability estimation of a sample with respect to the whole model by using Kernel density estimators [31] . Pixel-based adaptive segmenter (PBAS) [32] considered the decision parameters of Vibe as adaptive state variables that can be updated for each pixel separately over time. They assumed that pixels with high background dynamics should have higher thresholds as compared to the regular background areas. Hence, they dynamically updated the distance threshold with the help of a control parameter that is learned continuously. Later in 2018, authors in [33] also enhanced Vibe by dynamically learning the update parameters that aided in detecting the blinking pixels and suppressing them from getting absorbed into the foreground. They calculated blinking energy and object probability to differentiate actual motion objects from possible noisy regions in the frame. The method is computationally expensive and fails to work when an object is present in initial frames.
Researchers also extended the notion of Vibe to multiple feature spaces where, Local Binary Similarity Segmenter (LOBSTER) [38] incorporated texture based Local Binary Similarity Patterns (LBSP) along with the RGB features into the core of Vibe algorithm and Extended Scale invariant Local Binary Pattern (ESILBP) [39] extended and incorporated scale-invariant LBP into it. They did not employ any update procedure in order to have minimal time requirements and proved to be efficient with camouflaged objects and soft shadows but storing both colour and texture features incurred huge storage cost. Recently, authors [40] - [42] provided a substantial improvement in foreground extraction by employing a comprehensive adaptive feedback mechanism proposed in SuBSENSE [40] .
St-Charles et al. in [40] combined modified 16-bit LBSP features with RGB colour space for modelling the background pixels. The proposed feedback network updated the dynamic thresholds and update parameters through continuous learning of the background segmentation noise. Later, they proposed PAWCS [41] , a hybrid model, by incorporating the codebook concepts into the sample consensus strategies. Pixels defined in colour and texture feature spaces are represented as 'words' which form a dictionary (background model) that is continuously updated for each pixel. Later, WeSamBE [42] proposed assigning weights to background samples and exercised a reward-penalty-update scheme to update the corresponding weights. Samples with minimum weight are chosen to be discarded first. In addition, both PAWCS and WeSamBE [42] employ the feedback network of SuBSENSE to produce outperforming results, but at immensely increased storage and computational cost as pixel's class at current instant depends upon its previous classification. Also, reportedly SuBSENSE fails to handle longterm immobile object while PAWCS incurs huge memory and WeSamBE's [42] reported efficiency cannot be achieved in real-time.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
Pixel-based background subtraction theory proposed in this paper is inspired by the random nature of Vibe. But, due to a high level of randomness employed in Vibe, its learning process becomes time intensive. Hence, a stable classification model is achieved after prolonged learning and adaptation to the environment, resulting in corrupted foreground masks and higher false positives at earlier stages. Also, the problem corresponding to the 'presence of objects in first frame' remains unhandled, leading to the formation of ghosts in foreground masks. Some other serious drawbacks like, improper illumination, shadows etc. are also discussed in subsequent subsections along with the improvements suggested, that are supported by strong results achieved. Fig. 1 presents an overview of the proposed approach.
A. BACKGROUND MODEL INITIALIZATION
Most of the prevailing background subtraction techniques developed to date exercise their strategy on current pixel's value over a certain duration of time while ignoring pixel values in the neighbourhood. Such models become inefficient in presence of noise, as pixels in the neighbourhood hold important and considerable information that helps to detect and handle noise spikes present in the frame. The proposed background initialization allows spatio-temporal uniform sampling of the initial samples of a pixel model with diffusion of a pixel value into the neighbourhood. It initializes basic background model BM by utilizing very few initial M frames randomly. For each pixel p, its background model, BM p , contains N sample background values, defined as:
where, x i denotes the i th sample value of pixel p in the model. This model has been generated by populating it with the pixel value of a random neighbour chosen randomly from M initial frames. Background model generation process for a pixel p can be studied by referring to Algorithm 1. The idea presides over the assumption that similar characteristics are exhibited by the neighbourhood of a pixel, therefore, background model generation depends equally upon both the pixel and its entire 8-connected neighbourhood.
The proposed approach also assumes that in real-time scenarios values corresponding to a pixel are never exactly the same in consecutive frames. They vary slightly from one another in ideal scenarios and are likely to hold noisy values in case of backgrounds having continuous noise, blinking pixels etc. The proposed technique has 9 × M probable values (8 × M closest neighbours in M frames + M pixel values of p itself) for creating background samples for a pixel where Vibe has only 9 probable pixel values (8 closest neighbours + 1 pixel p itself) from first frame only.
Spatio-temporal initialization technique is advantageous over spatial technique as it allows storing such temporal history of a pixel that allows efficient capturing of blinking pixel values and noise values in the background model. It increases robustness of the model against dynamic backgrounds having continuous noise, like, rains, snow, waving trees etc. as probability of populating the background model with pixel values corresponding to such challenges increases.
Also, very less or no time and memory are wasted for initiating background subtraction as only initial five frames are chosen for populating background model on hit and trial basis. In a general scenario, it takes only one-fifth of a second, which is quite low as compared to other statistical approaches. Initial five frames produced optimal results that was chosen on hit and trial basis. Table 1 explains the effective results (without morphological processing) of the proposed idea on sample videos containing continuous noise (waving trees and continuous water), when the effect of other propositions is nullified. It can be clearly seen that the optimal suppression of false positives and false negatives has been achieved when five initial frames are employed for model initialization. Here, parameter M set to 1 represents the results of traditional Vibe algorithm. It is to be noted that raw results have been reported and can be further refined with the help of median filtering. Many real-time scenarios like detecting persons, short videos with lesser frames are benefited by this strategy as minimum time delay is incurred to initiate the classification procedure.
B. MOTION DETECTION
An ideal background subtraction technique must not only extract the motion pixels, but must also suppress false ghosts getting absorbed into the foreground masks due to several reasons like sudden light changes, non-uniform illumination, camera displacements, camera jitter, natural conditions like winds, turbulence etc. Vibe's pixel classification procedure classifies many such regions as foreground, thereby, resulting in lower precision, as there are no specific provisions to handle sudden light changes, non-uniform illumination and shadows. Thus, these regions are incorrectly classified as foreground and must be handled carefully for reliable results. The proposed technique focuses on efficient suppression of such ghosts.
The proposed technique initially compares the value of current pixel p with its samples stored in background model BM p iteratively until match min number of matches with BM p are found or until the samples in BM p exhaust. For comparisons, Manhattan distance is computed between current value and sample values of a pixel in RGB colour space in contrast to compute-intensive Euclidean distance. match min matches are made to check the likeliness of pixel value to get absorbed into the background and to ensure that noisy pixels do not hinder the pixel classification that usually occurs when comparison with a single sample accounts for the classification decision. A match with a background sample value is declared only if Manhattan distance between them lies in the range 0 to Dist thresh .
Applying only thresholds with random background does not aid in handling non-uniform illumination, lighter shadows, waving trees, rainy conditions etc. Also, any foreground segmentation procedure is greatly affected by the illumination characteristics of the background scene under consideration, that varies across different video sequences. Technically in a general scenario, the intensity of regions containing poor illumination, lighter shadows, poor visibility etc. lies somewhere between the intensity of motion pixels and rest of the pixels in the scenario. For handling such non-uniformity, check exploiting characteristics of static pixel computation is incorporated along with the above sample-consensus procedure, where ratio (AvInt Ratio (x p , y p )) of current pixel's intensity (Int(x p , y p )) to average intensity (AvInt (t=1) ) of pixels belonging to first frame is thresholded for differentiating actual motion pixels from ghosts obtained due to above-mentioned issues. Here, the obtained sLabel t cross examines the initial sample consensus-based foreground classification decision of pixels with respect to AvInt t=1 and corresponding AvInt ratio . In order to keep the algorithm computationally inexpensive we restricted our choice to first frame only.
where,
and
Here, m represents total number of pixels in initial frame and Int (t=1) (x i , y i ) is the pixel intensity of i th pixel at time t = 1. F min and F max provide range decent enough to suppress the error rate as an expanded range leads to increased false negatives and a shrunk one increases total false positives. At this stage, the algorithm makes two assumptions: 1. the first frame does not contain any motion and 2. poorly illuminated areas are much lesser as compared to the total area covered in a frame. Hence, its average value is able to differentiate motion pixels from other static darker regions.
Computing intensity ratio has certain limitations in case of video with pixel intensities varying largely from one another. This causes biasing of the mean towards extremities, thereby, producing inefficient results as certain static portions will be incorrectly classified as foreground pixels. Moreover, it also fails to handle the bootstrapping problem in foreground segmentation.
The proposed approach, thus, overcomes these limitations by deploying an additional segmentation mask, dLabel t , especially for pixels depicting higher visibility probability as per Eq. 2. dLabel t continuously tracks the recent motion occurring in the video by obtaining the variation in pixel values with respect to recent frames. Similarity factor, simFactor t , at instant t is extracted between pixel's current and some k th previously observed value by computing L1 distance (L1 − Dist) between them. Segmentation mask, dLabel t , computed by thresholding the above similarity factor is then applied conditionally on pixels satisfying the abovementioned criteria.
Employing segmentation mask dLabel t efficiently rules out the 'presence of moving object in initial frame' problem from background subtraction technique. Such ghost artifacts formed are suppressed when compared with the recent motion traces as their sets in dLabel t and sLabel t masks never intersect. Also, the noisy regions and poorly illuminated areas along with shadows are suppressed thoroughly in the foreground mask, thereby, resulting in increased efficiency. Detailed classification procedure can be studied by referring to Algorithm 2. It has to be noted that sLabel t and dLabel t are binary sparse matrices where value '1' corresponds to detected motion at respective stages. Fig. 2 depicts the intermediate results obtained and the effect of sLabel t and dLabel t on foreground mask for 'highway' video sequence having waving trees and shadows, and bootstrapping problem. totDist ← totDist + cDist 8: end for 9: if totDist < K · Dist thresh then 10: tMat ← tMat + 1 11: end if 12: ns ← ns + 1 13: end while 14: if tMat == match min then 15: go to statement 30 16 : else 17: AvInt Ratio ← Int t (p)/AvInt (t=1) 18: if AvInt Ratio ∈ [F min : F max ] then 19: go to statement 30 20: else 21: sLabel t (p) ← 1 22: if sLabel t (p) ∧ dLabel t (p) == 1 then 23: Class t (p) = Foreground 24: go to statement 32 25: else 26: go to statement 30 27: end if 28: end if 29 It also aids in lowering computational needs as all foreground pixels are discarded from model update procedure. However, conditional update produces sharp foreground objects and fails to suppress false positives as falsely classified foreground pixels are never absorbed into the background. The mentioned drawback is handled by the proposed approach to a certain extent by employing Eq. 3 and Eq. 6 along with the additional checks confirming pixel's labels. Also, most of the background modelling techniques consider the oldest sample in the history of time to be the most suitable candidate for replacement. This policy reduces the temporal window of backgrounds and fails in situations where periodicity of dynamic background is longer than the temporal window. Therefore, instead of replacing the older values by newer ones based upon the time of their arrival, the algorithm randomly chooses a background sample to be replaced by the newer value. Accordingly, the oldest sample has a probability equal to that of a newer sample for getting replaced, leading to a memory-less update. Sample selection for replacement is controlled randomly with a probability factor φ. Here, with fewer sample values a larger time window is maintained that weakens the notion of updating the model after every new frame. Hence, unlike other techniques updating the model after every new instance, the update in model is again guided by the random factor φ where background pixel has a probability of 1/φ for replacing a model value. Background being more static and incorporating slower changes in the scenario supports this idea of time sub-sampling.
Referring to Algorithm 2, two categories of pixels updating the background can be predicted. Firstly, pixels classified as background directly due to tMat p exceeding the required minimum matches i.e., match min . Secondly, when a pixel has an inclination to be classified as foreground with tMat p remaining lesser than match min for all N samples but pixel's AvInt Ratio (x p , y p ) (ratio of intensity to the average intensity of initial frame) lies in the range close to background regions. Pixels belonging to the second category allow uncovering false foreground regions in the mask, which is a direct consequence of selective update policy. Also, dLabel t and simFactor t train the background model with the objects causing bootstrapping issue. Differentiation of such pixels from motion pixels and their consideration as strong candidates for model training enables the proposed model to efficiently handle improper illumination, mild shadows, noise spikes due to camera jitter etc., thereby increasing the accuracy of the model.
Following the assumption stated in the previous section about similar characteristics shared by the neighbourhood, during the model update, background pixel's value not only replaces one of its sample values but is also diffused into the neighbourhood of one of the samples. Hence, pixel values in the background model, corrupted by foreground regions have a chance of getting replaced by correct background value.
Therefore, noisy neighbourhoods are handled and their effect on background modelling is eliminated with time. Due to conservative update policy, objects after becoming static in the video will deteriorate after a certain time duration, which is controlled by random probability factor φ.
In addition to the basic background model BM , the additional segmentation mask, deployed to handle discrepancies in the foreground mask is also updated. This update can also be made to follow time sub-sampling or can be included after every new frame is encountered. As any recently observed frame can be chosen for generating segmentation mask, hence, time sub-sampled update of segmentation mask won't affect the performance of the proposed approach. Fig. 1 can be referred for studying update principle.
IV. DATASETS
A standard dataset addressing most of the real-world challenges is best suited for analyzing the correctness of any change detection algorithm. A series of datasets like PETS, Wallflower, CDnet etc. has been proposed to date but most of them focus primarily on tracking and output the results in form of bounding boxes. And ideal analysis of background subtraction requires annotated ground truths at pixel-level. CDnet is the only known benchmark dataset posing varied challenges with ideal ground truths.
The 2012 CDnet dataset [43] contains six different categories of videos each posing a new challenge to researchers, namely, baseline (BL), intermittent object motion (IOM), camera jitter (CJ), thermal (TH), and shadow (SD). We also evaluated results obtained from an extended version of 2012 CDNet dataset, proposed in 2014 CVPR Workshop on Change Detection, 2014 CDNet dataset [44] . The extended version contains five additional and more rigorous categories of videos like bad weather (BW), turbulence (TB), low frame rate (LFR), night videos (NV) and PTZ. Each category in dataset contains 4 to 6 videos and each video has minimum 1099 frames. For evaluation, pixel-based ideal outputs i.e. ground truths are required; hence, we obtained results for videos annotated with proper ground truths.
We also evaluated sample videos from KTH dataset [45] . We did not utilize the entire dataset as ground truths are not provided and we had to manually generate them for videos. Only graphical outputs are presented for it. Datasets referred contain real-world videos shot in different environments (indoor and outdoor), presenting different problems (videos containing shadows, blur videos, videos shot with a thermal camera, shaky camera in dynamic backgrounds having rain, winds, snow etc.)
V. EXPERIMENTS A. EVALUATION METRICS
Background subtraction is categorized as a binary classification problem having predefined classes with static pixel (background) corresponding to a '0' value and motion pixel (foreground) corresponding to a non-zero value. In a two-class problem two positive predictions and two erroneous predictions are possible, true positives (tp): correct label assignments for positive class, true negatives (tn): correct label assignments for negative class, false positives (fp): incorrect label assignments for negative class and false negatives (fn): incorrect label assignments for positive class.
Based on these predictions, seven comprehensive metrics have been computed for depicting the strength of the proposed approach over state-of-the-art approaches. 2012 CDNet and 2014 CDNet datasets have also used similar metrics to outline a comprehensive criticism of rest of the approaches. These are Precision (Pr) (ratio of relevant positives predictions to total positive predictions retrieved), Recall (Re) (fraction of actual positives yielding positive results), F-measure (Fm) (balance factor between precision and recall computed using harmonic mean), Percentage of wrong classifications (PWC), Specificity (Sp) (fraction of actual negatives yielding negative results), False positive rate (FPR) (fraction of actual negatives yielding positive outcomes) and False negative rate (FNR) ( fraction of actual positives yielding negative outcomes). For best results, a classification procedure must have high precision, recall, specificity and F-measure and low PWC, FPR and FNR. 
This paper primarily focuses on precision with equal importance given to F-measure for comparing category-wise results and overall results of CDNet as followed in [25] . It has been observed that ranking of different techniques on CDnet website is quite closely related to it. It also aids in handling trade-off between precision and recall values and thus is widely accepted as an authentic measure. Moreover, ranks allotted based on specificity and FPR values depict unnecessary biasness towards more precise techniques with respect to sensitive ones. PWC also has biasness towards more precise methods as foreground segmentation is an unbalanced binary classification problem having background pixels much higher as compared to foreground pixels. Comparisons for all seven metrics have been presented, precision and F-measure hold the maximum power though.
B. PARAMETERS
To maintain the set standards of Change Detection competition, following fixed set of parameters have been used for entire 2014 CDnet datatset.
• M = 5: number of frames used for uniform sampling of the background model. Table 1 can be referred to study its optimal value selection.
• N = 20: number of samples stored in the background model corresponding to each pixel.
• Dist thresh = 20: distance threshold employed for evaluating similarity of current pixel with its background samples.
• K = 3: it is kept equivalent to number of colour channels employed and is used with Dist thresh for similarity evaluation.
• match min = 2: minimum similar samples required to detect a match with the background in initial phase.
• φ = 16: probability factor controlling the update rate of the model with background pixels.
• F min = 0.95: lower range bound that controls the generation of sLabel t based on global illumination characteristics of the background scene.
• F max = 1.05: upper range bound that controls the generation of sLabel t based on global illumination characteristics of the background scene.
• T seg = 20: threshold employed for capturing the motion in recently observed frames. It has to be kept loose not to miss sensitive information as per Vibe. For efficient evaluation, it becomes critical to discuss the values, F min and F max , proposed in this paper. Assuming the average intensity, AvInt (t) , in a general scenario, for a frame to be 100, the ratio (AvInt Ratio (x p , y p )) for a pixel (x p , y p ) lies in range 0 to 2.5 with AvInt Ratio (x p , y p ) = 1 for an exact match with the mean intensity. Hence, we set parameters F min = 0.95 and F max = 1.05 as the pixels with ratio component close to 1 is expected to hold the improper illumination and shadow information. Fig. 3 describes the effect of different values of F min and F max on F-measure of sample video having shadows and improper illumination. The peak represents the highest F-measure at F min = 0.95 and F max = 1.05. It is to be noted that convergence of F min and F max to 1 generates higher false positives and their divergence from 1 generates higher false negatives, thereby, leading to reduced F-measure.
Number of initial frames, M, is set to 5 and its effect on the results has been discussed previously in section III-A. Above set of parameters is chosen to output best results for entire CDnet dataset. Parameter settings for state-of-the-artapproaches can be studied by referring to CDnet website (www.changedetection.net).
C. EVALUATIONS
This section demonstrates the competitive performance of the proposed algorithm with other traditional and state-ofthe-art change detection algorithms. Many researchers have reported their results on CDnet website with supervised change detection approaches having Fm ≥ 80%. Also, 2014 CDnet dataset is far more complex and challenging, hence, its results are quite inferior to those of the 2012 CDnet dataset. To properly depict performance of the proposed approach, four illustrations are presented in this section. Firstly, the percategory comprehensive results of the proposed approach on 2012 CDnet and 2014 CDnet are presented in Table 2 . The proposed approach performs best with 'baseline', 'thermal', and 'shadow' categories, where all the metrics vote for efficient results. These categories have Fm Av ≥ 90%, which is fairly acceptable. It can be seen that for 2012 CDnet, the overall Fm = 80.55% which is slightly lesser than WeSamBE [42] . Also, the proposed method offers decent results for all categories, but 'dynamicBackground', 'cameraJitter' and 'PTZ' category.
The former category produced worst results especially for video sequence 'fountain-01', where multiple fountains are deployed in the background to make it dynamic in nature and merely 20% of the frames contained moving objects. This led to a sharp drop in corresponding recall and precision values. The shaking cameras in 'cameraJitter' category perceived the whole image as dynamic, thereby, drastically increasing the false positives. The proposed solution of calculating the ratio of pixel's intensity to the average intensity of the background image perceives certain static portions as foreground objects, leading to a lower precision. Also, the area covered by the objects in motion is just a fraction of the complete frame, hence, it is fair to note that even a slight corruption of foreground masks produces unfair results.
The 'PTZ' category, the toughest known category of the dataset contains multi-view spanning camera videos performed worst with the proposed approach. It is because the proposed approach follows random time-subsampled and memoryless update technique that does not allow the model update as fast as the cameras span in the videos. Moreover, the proposed approach is more inclined towards efficient suppression of ghosts and shadows in videos shot using a stable camera with a single view. It has to be noted that with 'twoPosition' video sequence where the camera stays stable for few seconds before spanning, the proposed approach obtained good results with Fm = 71.43% and Pr = 79.97%. But for videos where cameras span speedily across multiple views like 'zoomInZoomOut' and 'continuousPan' video sequences, the results drop sharply in turn affecting the overall F-measure by 3%. As the proposed approach does not target foreground segmentation for multi-view camera videos, overall F-measure has been presented in two forms: a) with out PTZ category and b) with PTZ category so that the strength of the proposed approach is clearly visible.
On 2014 CDnet dataset, the proposed approach achieved an overall Fm = 74.94% (excluding PTZ), which is acceptable as other benchmark techniques also have their F-measure values approximating to 75%. It has to be mentioned that 'nightVideos' category performed poorly with a very low Fm ≥ 50% due to strong vehicle headlights and hard shadows corrupting both background and foreground masks. Several other benchmark techniques also could not perform well on this category. The proposed approach dealt decently with other background subtraction challenges in real-time as presented in Table 2 . It has to be noted that results for 'dynamic background' and 'PTZ' can be drastically improved by incorporating the adaptive feed-back mechanism proposed in [40] .
The paper aims at efficient ghost suppression, hence, we next present a comprehensive criticism of all such Table 3 . Among the categories of 2012 CDnet dataset, 'intermittentObjectMotion', 'shadow' and 'thermal' categories generally affect the precision due to ghosts and shadows. The foremost category presents scenarios having ghosting and long-term immobile artifacts while the latter two categories mainly focus on illumination variation and shadow problems. Also, two scenarios from 'thermal-infrared' videos focus on camouflaged and long-term immobile objects having shadows. The proposed technique achieved outperforming precision scores for all of them with Pr ≥ 90% for 'thermal' and 'intermittentObjectMotion' categories. In 'shadow' videos, where SuBSENSE [40] and WeSamBE [42] achieved slightly higher F-measure but failed to offer a balance between recall and precision, the proposed approach balanced the measures with an acceptable Fm > 85%. Fig. 4 presents a sample frame of 'cubicle' video sequence from 'shadow category'. As can be seen that the proposed technique led to efficient suppression of ghost formed due to shadow of the person, where 'WeSamBE' and 'SuBSENSE' failed to suppress it. Employment of the segmentation mask exploiting the effect of average intensity of the background sample frame aids in robustness against shadows and improper illumination.
The results obtained clearly outperformed SuBSENSE [40] , PAWCS [41] and WeSamBE [42] for 'thermal' category with such lesser computations. The proposed illumination correction mechanism is able to efficiently suppress falsely detected foreground regions occurring due to soft shadows, improper illumination and ghosts while maintaining a very low computational and storage cost. Fig. 5 compares the segmentation results obtained for 'corridor' video with other state-of the art techniques. It has to be mentioned that ghost in the video is due shadow and improper illumination, and is suppressed as soon as it appears in the video which SuBSENSE and WeSamBE [42] could not. On the other hand, the proposed technique ranks 3 rd in precision for 'LowFrameRate' and 'Turbulence' category with F-measure marginally lower than WeSamBE [42] and SuBSENSE [40] . PAWCS [41] also performed better than the proposed approach for 'LowFrameRate' videos. The reduced results are particularly due to a video sequence shot at 1 frame per seconds, containing dynamic background elements with large colour variations. Sophisticated learning mechanisms employed by the above-mentioned three state-of-the-art techniques are able to effectively distinguish between such false foreground regions and actual foreground objects, but at extremely huge storage and computational cost. 'Turbulence' category containing low contrast videos with noisy backgrounds produced decent results with the proposed approach for all videos, but 'turbulence0'. This sequence contains continuous noise in the background and authentic motion pixels in each frame do not comprise even 1% of the total pixels. Hence, a balance between precision and recall is obtained at the expense of increased false positives.
It has to be mentioned that some videos like 'highway', 'skating' from 'baseline' and 'badWeather' categories suffer from 'bootstrapping' issue, thus, absorbing ghost artifacts into the foreground masks. Incorporation of additional segmentation mask that tracks the recent activity performed in the video ruled out the effect of this problem from the foreground mask and aided the traditional sample consensus methods in achieving Pr ≈ 95% as described earlier in Section III-B. Fig. 6 compares the output obtained for frame number 128 of 'highway' video sequence. It is clear that the proposed approach performs better for videos having bootstrapping issue. As can also be seen in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) that the moving objects occurring in the area affected by bootstrapping problem are completely absorbed into the background model, thereby, producing incorrect results. But the proposed approach efficiently suppressed the ghosts and also retained all the actual moving objects at quite early stage in negligible time, thus, leading to faster ghost suppression. The proposed method achieves the best precision for 'bad-Weather' category by efficiently handling dynamic and noisy backgrounds with poor visibility.
Next in Table 4 we present comparisons of the proposed method with traditional classical change detection algorithms namely, SC-SOBS [49] , KNN [21] , RMOG [50] , KDE [51] , Mahalanobis Distance [52] , GMM -Stauffer and Grimson [12] , GMM -Zivkovic [54] , Multiscale Spatio-Temporal BG Model [53] and Euclidean distance [52] on 2014 CDnet dataset. It can be clearly seen that the proposed technique outperforms the second best with a huge increment of 9% in Fm Av for 2014 CDnet dataset. Table 5 presents an overall comparison of the proposed technique with recent state-of-the-art techniques, namely, M 4 CD [36] , ESILBP [39] , RTSS Vibe+PCPNet [35] , MELD [55] , WeSamBE [42] , SuBSENSE [40] , PAWCS [41] , Ivibe [33] , MBS [25] , Spectral-360 [56] , AMBER [46] , AAPSA [47] , Vibe [28] . Approaches like IUTIS [57] offering better performance measures by combining different change detection methods have been discarded. Authors assume it is unfair to compare a single change detection algorithm with that of an ensemble of different methods that cope for one another's disadvantages.
It can be deduced from Table 4 and Table 5 that the proposed approach performs at par with other techniques but has a lower recall. It is due to strict constraints of proposed additional segmentation masks which slightly corroded the foreground objects. It has to be noted that WeSamBE [42] , PAWCS [41] and SuBSENSE [40] achieved better recall but at significantly increased storage and computational costs as presented in Table 6 . Moreover, in adaptive feedback network, previous classification decision of a pixel accounts for its classification in future frames, thereby making the classification procedure time intensive. Also, the above-mentioned three state-of-the-art techniques employed 11 × 11 median filter in regularization step to suppress false positives leading to distortion in shape of foreground objects. It must be noted that the over-all performance results of the proposed approach for all 11 categories can be increased sharply by replacing the traditional time-subsampled and memoryless update by adaptive feedback mechanism employed by SuBSENSE [40] and WeSamBE [42] . But doing so will affect the real-time applicability of the proposed approach just like SuBSENSE [40] and WeSamBE [42] .
Moving onto next section, Fig. 7(d) depicts that almost 60% of the video categories have the lowest PWC when compared with existing techniques. In some cases Ivibe [33] has PWC better than the proposed approach. Precision obtained is better than most of the state-of-the-art techniques but is more or less equal to that of Ivibe [33] and Bin Wang Apr 2014 [46] . It might be due to dynamic distance thresholds and complex computations used by them at pixel-level. Fig. 7 (e) explained better false positive results for the proposed approach in most of the cases whereas, Fig. 7(a) indicates non-outperforming results in terms of recall, but acceptable, as results are quite close to the best ones. The proposed approach has the smallest FPR for most of the categories with 'badWeather' category having minimum FPR = 0.06% and 'cameraJitter' having a maximum FPR = 1.71%, which is indeed very low.
Also the highest FNR = 46.28% is achieved for category 'nightVideos' which is higher than most of the other techniques, but its PWC and Fm are ranked second best at 0.02% and 50.37%. It also has the lowest Pr = 48.24% amongst all other video categories but stands second best when compared with other state-of-the-art techniques, thus supporting our results. Also for 'dynamicBackground' category, obtained Pr = 55.14% is the lowest as compared to other techniques, but proposed approach performs best in terms of F-measure, Recall and PWC, allowing the proposed approach to be acceptable. Fig. 9 depicts foreground segmentation results of frames selected randomly from each category of KTH dataset. KTH dataset has some perfect examples of videos leading to ghost formation in foreground masks due to improper illumination and moving shadows.
It can be clearly observed from column (c) of Fig. 9 that due to improper illumination the frame contains shadow of the person waving hands. Also column (d) represents an example of a moving hard shadow (which still remains a major problem to date), which is partially suppressed. Such challenges that corrupt the foreground masks with ghost formation have been handled efficiently by the proposed approach. Fig. 8 presents a graphical comparison of obtained segmentation masks with that of the existing algorithm's masks. Some typical failure cases of WeSamBE [42] , PAWCS [41] , SuBSENSE [40] and AMBER [46] have been listed. 'copyMachine' video shot in a closed environment with poor illumination leads to ghosts in segmented masks and contains long-term immobile persons. Different stateof-the-art algorithms suppressed them at the expense of eaten up stationary persons. In 'sofa' video sequence from 'IntermittentObjectMotion' category, the adaptive feedback network of already existing algorithms speedily incorporated the stationary objects into the corresponding backgrounds and failed to locate them.
'skating' video sequence (containing continuous snowfall) from 'badWeather' category and 'turnpike_05fps' from 'lowFrameRate' contained ghosting artifacts due to bootstrapping issue. Unlike others the proposed approach suppressed them decently without corroding the foreground objects. Though none of the algorithms performed fairly with low contrast 'snowfall' video sequence containing camouflaged objects and dynamic background, the proposed approach suppressed the false positives that SuBSENSE [40] and WeSamBE [42] could not. In 'backdoor' video sequence also, SuBSENSE [40] , PAWCS [41] and WeSamBE [42] suppressed the shadow region at the cost of increased false positives that deformed the object's shape. Hence, it can be concluded that where several state-of-the-art methods reduced false positives with completely eaten up foreground objects, the proposed method efficiently suppressed the ghost regions while retaining the foreground also thereby, producing accurate results.
D. MEMORY REQUIREMENTS AND PROCESSING SPEED
The unoptimized implementation of the proposed approach processed the whole 2014 CDnet dataset on a second generation Intel i5 CPU at 2.30 GHz and 4GB DDR3 RAM. The runtime on 240 × 320 images is approximately 9 FPS, which is slightly lower than that of Vibe's (approx 10 FPS). It is because two additional comparisons are required for each foreground pixel, which mostly comprise a fraction of whole frame. Time complexity comparisons of the proposed approach on 2014 CDnet dataset is impossible due to unavailability of open source implementations of existing approaches on similar platform.
Memory requirement for processing an RGB 1080p video sequence is the lowest at 0.124 GBs approximately as presented in Table 6 . Each pixel represented using RGB colour space (1 byte per channel) requires N = 20 sample background values, which is less than half of SuBSENSE [40] and PAWCS [41] . Additional 3 MBs are required to store intermediate segmentation mask and some variables.
Also, we followed the random sub-sampling, time subsampling, conditional and memory-less update policy. While other variations of Vibe [28] , like, LOBSTER [38] , PBAS [32] , IVibe [33] , SuBSENSE [40] etc. produce quite efficient results but are computationally very expensive due to multiple features spaces and complex learning mechanisms employed by them. The parallel implementations can be applied to further improve the classification speed as no object-level or region-level processing is employed. Moreover, it can also be combined with adaptive feedback network of SuBSENSE [40] for better efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an efficient and computationally low solution to foreground segmentation problem. Sample consensus-based approach allowed efficient and faster suppression of ghosts, thereby producing reliable solutions at early stages. Dynamic effect of frame-differencing technique handled sudden changes and bootstrapping problems in the video. Selective and random update policy allowing the reduction in false negatives, when complemented with additional confirmation checks exploiting both static and dynamic properties of motion getting captured, led to faster ghost suppression, thereby, increasing the precision and F-measure. Comparisons presented claim for higher efficiency of the proposed approach as compared to other state-of-the-art techniques. As no rigorous training and complex mathematical operations are required, approach claims to be fit for real-time videos but it fails to handle videos shot with moving cameras efficiently, which once again can be posed as a major research problem, yet to be handled with computationally inexpensive techniques.
